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§1o Introduction 
Given an arbitrary integer a, we have the following congruenceg 
a(a - 1) = 0 modulo 2o 
Slightly less obvious is the following facto Given an arbitrary 
pair of;~tegers a1 , a2 , then at least one of the three numbers 
a1(a1 - 1) 
' ' 
will be divisible by 3o Verification of' .. this property, by 
distinguishing-some cases, is not dif'f'icult and it follows then 
f'rom our•initial congruen-ce, that the same number is divisible by 60 
By suchlike observations we were led to the following questiong 
Given a modulus n, does there exist a number Q such that any 
sequence of' integers 
( 1) 




a.• ]. ( 1 ! . i ~ j ~ Q) • 
a. a.+1 .. ,a.(a. a.+1, .. a. - 1) - 0 modulo n? ].]. Jl.l. J 
This is true for n = 1 and n = 2 with Q = 1 , and for n = 3 and 
n = 6 with Q = 2, as we have stated alreadyo 
For n = 41 5 and 10 it turns out to be true with Q = 4, but in 
neither case with Q = 3o Hence it seems of' interest to look for the 
least possible value of Q which can be assigned to a given n in the 
above sense, if such a Q existso 
We shall de~onstrate in this note that Q always existso 
Moreover we shall proveg 
2 
The least possible value of Q, considered as a funGtion 
of n 9 is a multiplicative function of n in the 
arithmetical sense*)o 
These proofs are given in §5 en §60 Our theorem 1 (§4) which 
contains all the information in a shortened dialect, will be 
applied in §7 to a divisor problem, connected with some puzzles 
on decimals (theorem 2)o 
Sections 2 and 8 are dedicated to the algebraic background of 
the problemo In our theorems and proofs 9 however 8 we employ the 
language of elementary number theoryo 
§2o Algebraic remarks 
The existence of Q for a given n can be proved by algebraic methods, 
even without reference to finite rings or prime factorizationo We 
have given such a proofi in co-operation with Po VAN EMDE BOAS, 
in [2] of our reference-listo The following theorem provided the keyo 
Theorem (not to be proved here)g 
To each finite semigroup Ha positive integer>.. can be assigned, 
such that any word W of length>.. over H contains a subword with 
idempotent valueo 
Here a subword is understood to consist of one or more consecutive 
letters of the given word w. It is easy to show 9 that this theorem 
implies the affirmative answer to our question as described in (1), 
(2), (3)o To that end 1 we take for H the multiplicative semigroup 
of all the residue classes modulo n and denote it by Ro Clearly each 
n 
of the integers of (1) defines a class of R • namely 1 the class to n 
which it belongso Now let>.. be the constant. figuring in the theorem 
just quoted 9 as determined for the semigroup R I and let Q > Ao Then n ,. 
the sequence (1) defines a word W of length Q over R 0 which, by our n 
*) As defined, for instance, in [3] § 5 o 5 
3 
theoremj contains a subword w such that 
in Ro 
n 
Here lwl means the product of the letters of Wo Consequentlyi the 
corresponding integers form a sequence (2) with the propertyi that 
the numbers (1Tav) 2 and (1Tav) lie in the same class of Rno This is 
equivalent to the assertion (3)o 
As to the dependence of A on the order of H~ the report [2J provides 
some upper bounds~ which are reasonable enough for the general caseo 
For the special semigroups R i however, they turned out to be 
n 
inadequately .. large o 
In order to find the best possible estimate for R 9 we shall have to n 
apply some tools of number theoryo 
§3o Some conventions 
When dealing with arithmetical congruences 9 it is sometimes difficult 
to decidej whether residue classes should be considered or integers 
which belong to these classeso Hence we make the following conventiong 
ao If we use an arithmetical congruence 9 it is meant as a 
· relation between integers only (hence not between classes, 
or between classes and integers)o 
The following conventions and the subsequent definition might be 
noted as wello (They are adaptations of the general conventions in 
~] , which _we_ have used in §2 of this note o) 
bo A word is a finite sequence of integerso We leave the 
"empty word" out of considerationo The terms of a word 
will be called digits 9 whatever integers they may beo 
Co A subword consists of consecutive digits, in their original 
order of successiono 
4 
do The value of a word w9 to be denoted by lwl, means the 
integer which is the product of all the digits of Wo To 
give an examplei if w is the word which consists of the 
single digit -25, we haveg 
lwl = -250 
eo lPormal division of the word a0a1" ".;at by the word 
a.0a1o·ooas (0 ~ s < t) yields the word as+loooato 
Definition A word w is called .automorphic modulo n if lwl 2 - lwl 
modulo no 
Remarko We took the term "automorphic" from [1J II where it serves as 
---= 
an arithmetical substitute for "idempotent"o Our definition is 
slightly different from GOODSTEIN~s~ but confusion seems unlikelyo 
§4o ~ment of the main result 
The question of §1 is settled by the following theoremo 
Theorem lo 
Let ,(n) be the Eulerian indicator of no Define a function 
Q( n) as follows g 
Q( 1 ) == 1 ; 
Q(p0 ) = a,(p0 ) if p0 is a prime=power (a> 1); 
Q(mn) == Q(m)Q(n) if m and n are coprimeo 
Then we have the following propertiesg 
Property Io Any word of Q(n} digits contains a subword which is 
automorphic modulo no 
Property IIo Given n ~ 39 there is a word of Q(n)=1 digits, which has 
no automorphic subwords modulo no 
5 
a 1 at ~~!-~~o Let p1 oooPt be the canonical factorization of the modulus 
n (n ~ 2) ,, Then we have 
t 
Q(n) = <1T a o ) 0 41( n) 
i=1 l. 
a.nd in particular, for n ~ 14g 
*3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 0 2 4 4 2 6 12 12 4 10 8 12 12 
The best :possible estimates for the critical wordlengthll which could 
be obtaineid by the general methods of [?] i are as follows g 
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
' A < 2 4 8 4 24 36 54 128 108 256 192 576 
We have tahulated them ma.inly in view of a certain conjecture, to be 
raised in §80 
§ 5 o Proof of theorem 1 8 property I 
Lemma 1o Let n be a number which has property I (n ~ 1)o 
Choose a number g ~ 2 which is coprime with no 
* Let W be a word of 4'(g)Q(n) digits, all of which are 
coprime with go 
* 0 Then W contains a subword which is automorphic modulo gno 
Proof (Some complications of the following argument will vanish in 
case ii = 1, It might be advantageous to make that assumption at a 
first readingo) 
For shortness 9 sake let us write 4'(g) = 4' and Q(n) 
the word 
* = Qo Let W be 
6 
where the c. are digitso We consider the sequence of words 
l. 
(4) O O 0 
where· c0 is a supplementary digit 11 which may be chosen arbitra.rily 11 
but should be coprime with go .Sequence (4) consists of 4>Q+1 terms. 
each of which is a word, which has a value coprime with go 
By the pigeon-hole principle one may.select Q+1 terms from (4) 9 
such that the values of all these terms belong to one and the same 
residue class modulo go otherwise there would be more than 4>(g) 
different classes in the reduced residue-class system modulo go 
These Q+1 terms form a subsequence of (4), which we shall denote 
by So 
If the second term of Sis divided» formally, by the first one, we 
obtain a word 
(5) w1 = ci+lci+2 ooo cj {1 ~ i+1 ~ j) 5 
such that lw11 = 1 modulo g, whilst w1 is a subword of w*o 
If S contains more than two terms, we divide the third term (formally) 
by the second one and obtain a word 
(6) w2 = cj+lcj+2 ooo ck (j+1 ~ k), 
such that lw2 1 = 1 modulo go It should be noted now 9 that the index 
j in (6) is the same one as in (5); hence ci+lci+2 oooCk is a sub-
* word of W o 
By continuing the same procedure, the whole sequence Scan be 
exhaustedo One will find, finally, a string of adjacent 
* subwords of W, viz~ 
(7) w 1 0 0 0 
such that lw I = 1 modulo g for 1 < v ~ Q(n)o 
V 
From this string we shall select a subword of W which is automorphic 
modulo gn'.o 
7 
To that end we consider the word 
(8) 
which consists of Q{ii) digits, each digit being a well-defined 
integer {as required in convention b of §3)o 
One of our assumptions says that I is valid·for the modulu,s no 
H~nce {8} contains a subword, say 
which is automorphic modulo no It follows easily that 
(9) lw w 1000W 1 w 12 = lw w +1'000W 1 w I mod no r r+ s- . s r · r · s- s 
Since all the words·wv·have the property that lwvl = 1 modulo gi 
it will be clear that (9),remains valid if we replace the modulus ii 
by go As ii is coprime with g, the congruence (9) will now hold modulo 
gn and this proves-the lemma, with 
w w 
s-1 s 
as the promised subwordo 
Lemma 2o Given an integer k ! 1 9 let us assume that property I has 
been established for all those n ! 1, each of which has less 
thank different prime-divisorso Then I holds true for any n 
which has exactly k different prime-divisorso 
Proof Choose a number n which has exactly k different prime-divisors, 
then we have 
a, 
n = p 1 {k ! 1) • 
where the p. are different prime-numbers and where each a. > lo 
l. l. -
Next 9 let W be a word of Q{n) digitso We have to ascertain that W 
contains a subword w for which 
{10) lwl 2 = lwl modulo no 
8 
If lwl happens to be= 0 modulo ni (10) is true with w = Wo 
If lwl F O mod ni there must be an index i such that 
( 11) lwl I O mod pa for p = p. i a= a. o 
1 l. 
By the definition of the function Q(n) we haveg 
Q(n) = a4>(p a)Q(~) , 
p 
so that we may subdivide the word W into -a disjunct subwords, each 
of length 4>(pa)Q(np-0 )o 
In view of (11j at lea.st one of these a subwords must have the 
property that none of its digits is divisible by po Denote such 
* a - =a a subword by W and apply lemma 1 with g = p I n= np o One will 
* find that W (hence a fortiori W) contains a subword w satisfying 
(10)o This completes the proofo 
Lemma 2 provides the proof of property I for all n, by induction 
with regard to ko One has to start with the observation that 
property I is true for n = 1, this being the only positive integer 
which has less than one prime-divisoro 
§60 Proof of theorem 12 property II 
For each ·value of n ~ 1 let us define q(n) as the least possible 
integer Q which has the property that any word of Q digits contains 
a subword which is automorphic modulo no By pr~perty I, q(n) exists 
for all n and q(n) ~ Q(n) for all no 
Hence, if we can proveg 
(12) q(n) ~ Q(n) for all n 9 
property II will be certainly valido The reader will see at once 9 
that the following two· lemma 9 s imply the truth of ( 12) g 
9 
Lemma 3o If n is a prime-power, we have 
q(n) ! Q(n) o 
Lemma 4o Let m,n be a pair of coprime positive integerso Suppose 
that q{m) ! Q(m) and q(n) ! Q(n)o Then we have 
q(mn) ! Q(mn) o 
Proof of lemma 3 The case n=2 has already been dealt with in our 
introduction, whence we may assume that n =pa! 3, which implies 
that ~(pa)! 2o Regrettably, we may not assume that p ! 3o 
First, let us construct an auxiliary word W with the following 
properties~ 
(i) W consists of ~(pa)-1 digits; 
(ii) Each digit of Wis coprime with pa, 
(iii) W does not contain a subword w for which I w I a - 1 modulo po 
An easy method of construction of such a word W (not only for pa 
but for any n ! 3), is implied by a theorem on finite groups in [2]o 
The following construction is slightly more difficult~ but it leads 
to more. surveyable words W o 
If pis odd, let us take an integer r which is a primitive root of 
a p and define the word W by 
w = rrroooorr (length ~(pa)-1)o 
Then W has clearly the three properties (i), (ii) and (iii)o 
If p = 2, define the word W by 
W = µ5µ50005µ5µ (length ~(2°)-1, a >2), 
where the digitµ is the number -1o Here any subword has either a 
5k h. t 1 2° .. value of the form - ~ w 1ch canno be= mod because it is - -1 
modulo 4, or its value is of the form +5k with 1 < k < 2a-2=1o 
It is well-known (and rather easy to prove) that the order of 
a a-2 5 modulo 2 for a> 2 is precisely 2 , and it follows at once that 
10 
W has no subwords w for which lwl 
properties (i)i (ii) and (iii)o 
a 
- 1 mod 2 , hence W has clearly the 
a a 
The auxiliary word W will help us to prove that q(p) ~ Q(p )o We 
consider the word 
(13) 
where p1 = p2 = 000 = Pa_1 = p; (13) should be interpreted as a 
single word W if a happens to be 1. 
:>.. Any subword w of (13) has a value of the form p v 9 where vis coprime 
with p an.d where O ,!_ A ~ a-1 o If A = O, w must be a subword of Wo 
If A~ 1 9 we have lwl = 0 mod p but lwl 1 0 mod pao Hence we have in 
both cases: 
lwl F 1 mod pa and lwl f O mod pa, 
which statement is equivalent to I w 12 1 I w I mod pa. 
This mean.s that ( 13) has no automorphic subwords mod pa. The number 
of digits of (13) is alj>(pa)-1 so that we have, finally: 
a · a a q(p) ! alj>(p) = Q(p ). 
Proof of lemma 4 To the assumptions of lemma 4 we may safely add: 
m ! 2, n ! 3. 
If m=2, Ill must be odd and we have Q(2n) = Q(2)Q(n) = Q(n). By the 
definitic1n of q(n) it is moreover easy to check that q(2n) ! q(n), or 
even that q(2n) = q(n). Hence we have 
q(2n) ! q(n) ~ Q(n) = Q(2n). 
We may asisume from now on that both m and n are ! 3, which implies 
that q(m} and q(n) are each~ 2. 
Let a1a2 ••• aq(m)-1 be a word without subwords which are automorphic 
modulo m. Choose, for each index i, an integer b. such that 
J. 
11 
{ bi - 1 




This is ceirtainly possible; one may take f'or instanceg 
bo = m• (n) + aon • (m) o 
J. J. 
Then the word 
(15) 
does not c:ontain automorphic subwords modulo m9 and it has moreover 
the property that any one of its subwords has a value= 1 modulo no 
Furthermore, let c1c2 oooCq(n)-l be a word without automorphic subwords 
modulo no Then the word 
(16) 
consists e>f' exactly q(m)q(n) - 1 digits; we shall prove that none of 
its subwords w satisfies the congruence lwl 2 = lwl modulo mno 
If' a subwC>rd w of' ( 16) is contained in one of the subwords of the 
form B, it is not automorphic modulo m and henceil a fortiori 9 not 
automorphic modulo mno 
If a subwc,rd w of ( 16) is not contained in a word B, it will contain 
one or more digits c. of (16)0 In that case we have~ 
J. 
lwl = lctct+1oooCu-1cul modulo n 
for a certain pair of indices t 9 u with 1 .!, t .!_ u .!, q(n)-1, this 
follows from the fact that the whole word Band any of its subwords 
have a value= 1 modulo n; they are completely "sieved out" when the 
value of w is calculated modulo no It follows that w is not auto= 
morphic mc1dulo n and hence 9 a fortiori, not automorphic modulo mno 
We have proved by now, that q(mn) ~ q(m)q(n) o Hence I) by our assumptionsg 
q(mn) ~ q(m)q(n) ~ Q(m)Q(n) = Q(mn) 9 
which pro·,res lemma 4 o 
12 
§7o A theorem on divisors 
The following statement and subsequent remark can be read without 
regard to our previous text o 
Theorem 2o Denote by T(m) the number of divisors of mo Then any 
number A for which 
( 17} t(A) > 2(n-1)T(n)-n (n ! 2) 
will have a divisor d ! 2 such that 
d(d-1) = 0 modulo no 
Remark This theorem implies that any positive integer which has more 
;~;;--27911 divisors, certainly possesses a divisor::, 2, which ends on 
00, 01 9 25 or 76 
if expandE!d in the decimal scaleo 
!I 
We conjedure, that here the estimate 2791 may be replaced by 222 0 
This result would be best possible, for there exist numbers with 
')2 
exactly 2i- divisors, no divisors d of which ends on 00 9 01 11 25 or 76 
(d ! 2) o 
For introciuctory information concerning "automorphic" numbers in 
various scales, see R.Lo GOODSTEIN's paper [1]o 
Proof of theorem 2 By our (former) definition of Q(n) we have for 
n ! 2: 
Q(n)=4>(n)1ra. < (n-1)(fT(a.+1)-1} = (n=l)h(n)-1} 9 1 1 
where 1T a:i denotes the product of the exponents in the canonical 
factorization of no Hence we have, if we assume (17) to be true for 
a given A: 
t(A) > 2Q(n)-l • 
13 
This inequality implies that A can be written as the product of 
at least Q(n) prime numbersi which may be different from each other 
or noto (For whatever the case may beg a number which is the product 
of less than Q prime numbers has at most 2Q-1 divisors)o 
Now let us consider the formal product of all the prime=factors of A 
as a wordi where each prime-factor is a digit and where the order of 
succession is arbitraryo 
It follows from theorem 1 that this word has an automorphic subword 
modulo no Denote its value by d 9 then dis a divisor of A and we 
have d ~. 2o Sin.ce ~oreover d2 = d modulo n 11 theorem 2 has been provedo 
~~~~~~ Readers who might be interested in the order of magnitude 
of the function Q{n}j are invited to prove by elementary methods, 
as described in [3] ChoXVIIIg 
bo 
Co 
~ \/n+1 < Q( n) ~ ~n V n+1 for all n ~ 2o 
Given £ > 0 9 we have 1-£ n < Q(n) < n 1+£ for all n 
which are sufficiently largeo 
Given E > O, we have Q(n) > n(log n)E for infinitely many 
values of n. 
§80 · ~lementary algebraic remarks 
Let us return to the algebraic point of view, as abandoned at the 
end of §2. It is clear that the semigroup R contains for n ~ 2 
n 
at least two idempotent elements 9 zero and unity (for n=1 they 
coincide)o By simple considerations it can be shown that the exact 
amount of idempotents in R is 
n 
where w(n) is the number of different prime numbers which divide no 
14 
In [2] ait1 upper bound ha:s been derived for the c1~i t ical word=length 
for an a.lbstra.ct semigroup with n elements ,i e of which a.re idempotent. 
This fun1ction ( too· complicated for quotation here) has extremal 
· propertiies if e = [~J . 
0 ot e 2w(n) b . If we ap:ply it on R 9 w1 h = 9 we o ta1n for n < n 14 the 
second tia.bulation of §4. 
Here the numbers 79 12 and 14 are of special interest~ because they 
a.re the ,only positive integers n for which e = [;] in Rn o 
We conje,cture that there a.re positive integers N(n) (5 !. n !. 14) 
• • w( n) . 
such that ~(n) has a subsem1group of order n with 2 1dempotents 9 
for which the critical wordlength, as given in our second tabulation 
of §4 9 is the best possible oneo (If this conjecture is true there 
should e:xist, for some N 9 a multiplicative semigroup of residue= 
classes 1111odulo N 9 consisting of 14 elements 9 over which a word of 
575 lett,ers can be constructed without subwords of idempotent value) • 
More gen,erally t we put forward the question whether eacb.commutative 
semigrou:p of order n can be embedded, isomorphically it in an 
arithmetical semigroup of the type~• 
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